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Minutes 11/7/18 

The meeting took place in the Nantucket High School Conference Room.  The meeting was called to order at 
5:03pm by Dolphins Booster Club President, Heidi Fee, and was attended by Booster Club members: Portia 
Valero, Rose Marie Samuels, Marc Gazaille, Jim Pignato, Kristen Dussault, Jill Roethke, Jodi Levesque, Jen 
Dubois, Heidi Fee, Suzette Brown, David Cox, and Suzanne Gerardi 
PRESIDENT’S WELCOME:   Heidi Fee calls the meeting to order. Thank you to David Cox for organization 
and running of the First Disc Golf fundraiser for the Dolphins team. This was a lot of fun and a great activity.  
SECRETARY’S REPORT: Concessions report was missing from the previous minutes.  With this amendment,  
the secretary’s report was approved.  
TREASURER’S REPORT: Jill reports that at the last meeting she reported that money had been removed 
from the money market and as written in this report, this $2,000 was returned to that account. Disc Golf 
generated over $1,000. A small amount of money received from Amazon smile. Donation from Congdon and 
Coleman of $500 received to cover the cost of liability and permit expenses relating to the Disc Golf Event. 
Thank you to Congdon and Coleman! Treasurer’s report approved.  
COMMITTEE REPORTS: Apparel: Kristen reports that only 2 orders received thus far, not much interest 
currently. A table to be set up at the meet this weekend.  May have to reconsider continuing with this portion of 
apparel sales due to little interest.  
USS: Jill: No update the hotel blocks are closed at this point. MIT block at the Hyatt is approximately $150/ 
night with $15.00 parking.  
Social: Suzette, No events since the last meeting. Scavenger Hunt is scheduled for Sunday.  Meeting at the 
American Legion in town at 3:00 pm. Pizza and Prizes to be served after the hunt.  See email for more details.  
Evite to be sent out for the CCSC meet for group bowling at the mall bowling alley on November 17. Rose 
suggested that we invite the West Team to join so the kids have time to interact socially. It was suggested that 
Jim forward the email to West team. No reservations but based on the numbers that sign up the bowling alley 
said they would try to accommodate by grouping lanes together.  Next intra-squad meet on 11/28/18 there is 
scheduled a potluck or pizza social to draw the ticket winners for the WACK raffle. Suzette has a request into 
the school for either of the cafeterias for this function.  
Concessions: Kristen reports there remain multiple vacancies for the meet concession schedule. The Health 
Department permit is finalized and currently Mark Gerardi and Mike LaScola carry the necessary training to 
supervise the concession stand.  
Fundraising: Jodi reports a Thank You to David Cox for his development and organizing and supporting the 
Disc Golf Event. Jodi reports that a swim-a-thon for the 10 and under Dolphins with assistance by the older 
Dolphins is to be further discussed with the coaches.  USS Golf Club Grant has been processed. Total of $6,500 
in corporate sponsorships has been received and these sponsors will be acknowledged in the meet program.  
WACK raffle money collected thus far totals $3,540. Please turn in money as you receive it, don’t wait until the 
end of the raffle please. Ticket turn in deadline is November 27, 2018 the day prior to the intra-squad meet and 
then dinner where the winners will be drawn.  Jen Dubois to set up table in front of Congdon and Coleman for 
the day after Thanksgiving for those who would like to sell raffle tickets beyond their  recommended 2 books.  
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WACK photo to be scheduled based upon Joelle Bouchard’s availability.  
General discussion about apparel and towels, dry fit shirts. Jen asking what sells well? winter hats? flannel 
pants? Kristen states flannel pants are the most popular. Rose requesting if the pants can reflect the WACK 
name. Doesn’t appear to be possible as the screen printing says Nantucket along the pant leg . Suzette started 
discussion about winter hat with a pom pom for $20 on the order form. The shirts are expensive. Jim reports 
that another email will go out to remind people of the apparel order deadline.  
NEW BUSINESS:Liability insurance was discussed and Jill reported that when Marc Gazaille was president 
the research at that time brought in quotes of over $1,000.  This year, Jill contacted Logan and Scott O’Connor ( 
Whalers booster Club) about liability insurance.  The National Boosters Training Organization provides  
liability insurance to include the officers for a yearly cost of $164. the dues to join the organization is an 
additional cost of $195.  Additional events can be included for $25 per event.  
David Cox wanted to thank everyone who helped set up and break down the Disc Golf event including the Fees, 
Browns, and Harrington’s. David asked regarding sending a last reminder email that could have been sent out to 
the members just prior to the event to encourage greater participation and support. David was inquiring whether 
we have guidelines about the timing of these types of emails.  Heidi clarified that currently the system of email 
communication is that Heidi should receive or generate these requests and then will forward to Jim for 
distribution.  Heidi states she sent the email to Jim and there was confusion as to if the email was distributed. 
Jim reports that he has had some confusion with his email system since the change in email address system that 
was instituted earlier in the school year.  
COACHES’ REPORT: Pentathalon this weekend. Coaches expecting 120 swimmers.  Todd mentioned that 
many of the young families participated in timing during the last intra-squad meet and we will need all hands on 
deck for this meet. The 11-12 year olds will be swimming the 50’s or 100’s of all strokes.  this group will be 
divided based on the what is best for each kid. Boys will all be doing 50’s as there is not the critical mass to 
warrant the division of the group.  
Timeline: 11:30am start warm up for ACK team at 10:15 am for 10 and under and 11 and older start at 10:30 am 
expect the swimmers to arrive at 9:45 am and end approximately 2:30 pm.  
WEBSITE: Currently the dolphins website with Magic Edit company is disabled due to an issue with payment, 
and further this company is going out of business at the end of the year. They will not allow us access to our 
information on the website.  Todd has contacted the company asking for our files to be returned.  We are in need 
of our records and schedule from the site. If any parent currently has that website open please do not close it and 
notify Todd and/ or Jim to attempt regaining that information.  David Cox suggested Fernanda may be of some 
assistance with this situation based on her area of expertise lies in this field.  
Todd suggested as he did at the previous meeting that Team Unify is an option to pursue as it is more 
professional and modern. It is an effective communication tool and coaches tool that allows coaches variability 
with developing training sessions. This system allows coaches to separate out different training groups for 
communication purposes.  Todd feels this is the best option.  Currently the WACK team uses this system at a 
cost of $1099/year.  The two teams cannot be combined on one site but must carry their own separate sites. 
Todd states that the Community School Pool budget is tight and Todd is requesting that the Boosters Club 
consider supporting this system for the Dolphins team as well as continue with the WACK team.  If the Boosters 
does not support the acquisition of this new Team Unify system, the cost will likely translate to the Dolphins 
individually via a $10/kid additional cost at the time of  sign up for each swimmer.   
Todd suggested that a weekend fundraiser each year like the Swim-a-thon could be enough to support the cost 
of  this system of communication. The alternative is to move the website to another company, and pay a 
company to set up the website.  Jen agreed this is a good product but could we attempt to have a broader based 
fundraiser to include more of the Dolphins group as many or most of the current fundraisers target a smaller 
group of the swimmers and families.  Jim asked that the Boosters consider paying for the system.  He states next 
year we will have the system, who bears the cost will be dependent on the Boosters vote at the next meeting. 
Heidi asked Todd to form an outline of the pros and cons of the system that can be talking points to the 



members prior to the vote. Jill requested that the vote occur prior to the next meeting which is 3 weeks away in 
the interest of allowing the coaches more time to transfer the system over prior to busier coaching time. Heidi 
stated she did not feel comfortable bringing this topic to a vote without prior notice to the members.  Jim and 
Todd agreed that an earlier vote is not necessary. Todd states that Team Unify has allowed him to enter his 
information early, previously.  Todd states that the first charge for the system would occur in January. Todd 
recapped to say the money has to come from somewhere, whether up front, Boosters or tacked on to the initial 
sign up tuition of the swimmers.  
ADJOURNMENT:  5:56 pm.  Next meeting scheduled for Tuesday November 27, 2018 in the NHS 
Conference Room.  


